2019 Scholarship Recipients

**Crawford County Chamber of Commerce Scholarship**
Taten Arnold – Hanover College – Accounting

**Carly Marie Birkla Memorial Scholarship**
Kara Knight – Taylor University - Business Administration
Clayton Sauer – University of Southern Indiana – Nursing

**CFCC Scholarship (Anonymous Donor)**
Alexis Gilmore – University of Southern Indiana – Engineering

**CFCC Scholarship (Anonymous Donor)**
Breanne Sturgeon – Indiana University Southeast – Nursing

**Crawford/Harrison Bar Association Scholarship**
Destiny Young – Indiana University – Pre Medicine

**Dr. Herbert E. Smith/IUS Scholarship**
Tyler Wiseman – Indiana University Southeast – Nursing

**Dr. Milton W. and Mrs. Ruth I. Roggenkamp Scholarship**
Tyler Wiseman – Indiana University Southeast – Nursing

**Donald and Aledia Sloan Memorial Scholarship**
Morgan Stutzman – Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis – Electrical Engineering with a minor in Computer Science and Biomedical Engineering

**Eddie and Robert Hammond – VFW Post 6160 Scholarship**
Sherry Myers-Paquette – Indiana State University – Dietetics

**Elsia Patricia Cox Memorial Scholarship**
Autumn Kerce – University of Evansville – Nursing

**English High School Alumni Association Scholarship**
Destiny Young – Indiana University – Pre-medicine

**First Savings Bank Crawford County – IUS Scholarship**
Tyler Wiseman – Indiana University Southeast – Nursing

**Hillview Christian Church Scholarship**
Sadie Roll – Indiana University Southeast – Creative Writing/Journalism

**Howard and Julia King Scholarship**
Clayton Sauer – University of Southern Indiana – Nursing

**Kaiser Family Scholarship**
Kara Knight – Taylor University – Business Administration

**Larry K. Eastridge Memorial Scholarship**
Dillon Riddell – Oakland City University – Secondary Biology Education with a minor in Ministry
Leavenworth High School Alumni Association Scholarship
Kara Knight – Taylor University, Business Administration
Morgan Stutzman – Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis – Electrical Engineering with a minor in Computer Science and Biomedical Engineering

Lilly Endowment Community Scholarship
Emily McMonigle – University of Evansville – Nursing

Marengo High School Alumni Association Scholarship
Bailey Gilmore – University of Southern Indiana – Nursing

McIntosh Family Teaching Scholarship
Dillon Riddell – Oakland City University – Secondary Biology Education with a minor in Ministry

Milltown High School Alumni Association Scholarship
Caitlin DeWeese – Vincennes University – Physical Therapy

Norman A. Roggenkamp Memorial Scholarship
Morgan Stutzman – Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis – Electrical Engineering with a minor in Computer Science and Biomedical Engineering

Novy and Lula Gobbel Scholarship
Destiny Young – Indiana University – Pre Medicine

Paul W. Ogle Scholarship
Destiny Young – Indiana University – Pre Medicine

Patoka Elementary Alumni Association Scholarship
Dillon Riddell – Oakland City University – Secondary Biology Education with a minor in Ministry

Raymond Metzger Agricultural Scholarship
Destiny Young – Indiana University – Pre Medicine

Shawn Allen Howe Memorial Scholarship
Sherry Myers-Paquette – Indiana State University – Dietetics

Sheri Adams Zilke Memorial Scholarship
Morgan Stutzman – Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis – Electrical Engineering with a minor in Computer Science and Biomedical Engineering

Zachary Robert Allen Baseball Memorial Scholarship
Taten Arnold – Hanover College – Accounting

These scholarship awards total more than $200,000!